
Bale   Literacy   AMI   Days   36-39  

Advanced   Journal   Writing:   

For   nearly   two   decades,   The   Times   has   published   a   weekly    36   Hours   column ,  
giving   readers   suggestions   for   how   to   spend   a   weekend   in   cities   all   over   the  
globe.  
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/15/learning/12-ideas-for-writing-through-the-pa 
ndemic-with-the-new-york-times.html  
 
While   traveling   for   fun   is   not   an   option   now,   the   Travel   section   decided   to   create   a  
special   reader-generated   column   of   how   to   spend   a   weekend   in   the   midst   of   a  
global   pandemic.   The   result?   “ 36   Hours   in   …   Wherever   You   Are .”   

Here’s   examples   of   how   readers   suggest   spending   a   Sunday   morning:  

8   a.m.   Changing   routines  

Make   small   discoveries.   To   stretch   my   legs   during   the   lockdown,   I’ve   been  
walking   around   the   block   every   day,   and   I’ve   started   to   notice   details   that   I’d  
never   seen   before.   Like   the   fake,   painted   window   on   the   building   across   the   road,  
or   the   old   candle   holders   that   were   once   used   as   part   of   the   street   lighting.   When  
the   quarantine   ends,   I   hope   we   don’t   forget   to   appreciate   what’s   been   on   a  
doorstep   all   along.  

—   Camilla   Capasso,   Modena,   Italy  

10:30   a.m.   Use   your   hands  

Undertake   the   easiest   and   most   fulfilling   origami   project   of   your   life   by   folding   12  
pieces   of   paper   and    building   this   lovely   star .   Modular   origami   has   been   my  
absolute   favorite   occupational   therapy   since   I   was   a   restless   child:   the   process   is  
enthralling   and   soothing.  

—   Laila   Dib,   Berlin,   Germany  

Now   use   your   own   daily   routine   to   write   a   “36   Hours   in……”   to   describe   what   you  
do   to   entertain   yourself   at   home   during   this   quarantine.   Take   notes   throughout  
the   day   each   day   or   use   part   of   your   journal   from   last   week   and   compile   your   list  

https://www.nytimes.com/column/36-hours
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/15/learning/12-ideas-for-writing-through-the-pandemic-with-the-new-york-times.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/15/learning/12-ideas-for-writing-through-the-pandemic-with-the-new-york-times.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/02/travel/36-hours-quarantine.html
https://www.origami-resource-center.com/sonobe-stellated-octahedron.html


into   a   schedule   for   what   can   be   done   during   two   days   of   quarantine.   Be   detailed  
and   creative!   

Journal/schedule   day   36:   

Journal/schedule   day   37:   

Day   38:   Rough   Draft   of   “36   hours   in….”   article  

Day   39:   Final   copy   of   your   news   article   like   the   New   York   Times   

 

 


